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Human beings are ruling over all creatures. We are above

So, it is need of an hour to go back and think us as animal and

all other animals on this planet. Among animals we are so much

focus on the primary need of animals that is eating. Let us re-learn

better than animals. Unlike animals we are much more driven by

living and then think of rest all materialistic achievements with

civilized that we are burying ourselves after death. Like animals’

human being has also instincts, but we can control them much
reasons and not by instincts [1].

Most animals know from birth what foods to eat and how to

eat. Animals main goals all day long are to eat, sleeping, mating. An

ant eater looks for ants all day. A bear gets in the water and slaps
salmon out.

We spend lot of time thinking of future, past and present. We

humans have the ability to quickly learn new technology and use

that technology. We can create machines and computers that help
us to do work more efficiently. God has gifted us with the ability

to think, conceptualize, create, reason, and spiritually connect with
Him [1].

Animals are endangered due to the human influence on their

environment [2]. Human being is the only species of animal which

has kept themselves endangered with the way they are progressing

eating properly, eating for living or living longer. Let us build a

society of human beings which firstly concentrate on eating, happy
keeping an eye on equal global development and setting formula
that this planet belongs to all human beings equally.
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and using of various technologies, polluting the world, increasing
the global warming, using more and more pesticides and artificial
ripening agents, adulterants in food etc [3].
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